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This paper focuses on a number of arcas in whicn computer graphics has a direct and 
imponant relation to developments in robotics. It is not anempted to cover the whole field 
of computer graphics and robotics but instead to concentrate on a given number of arcas 
in which the author has been involved. 

1. Introduction. 

Robotics is a multidisciplinary science. Its imponance stems from the fact that robotics is 
considere.d to have a major impact in the factories of the future. · 

There are severa! key aspects in robotics of which two will interest us here: computer 
vision and programming. Both of them require advances which, in our opinion, panially 
fali within the arca of computer graphics. 

ln the following two sections, a panicular emphasis is given to the role of computer 
graphics in the two aspects just referred to. Also, some of the work done at our 
Department will be presented. This paper concludes with some final conclusions. 

2. Computer vision. 

ln order to be able to interact with the environment, robots need sensors. Among these, 
vision sensors are by far the most imponant. By means of TV cameras and dedica1ed 
hardware, irnages of scenes may be acquired and stored in a computer mcmory where 
funher processing may take place. 

An image in a computer memory is a matrix of raw numbers. Fc. :i1er processing is 
needed so that objects on the scene are recognized and their location is computed. If the 
identification and location steps can be reliably performed, ir is possitile to pl:rn and 
manipulate objecis randornly located and orienied in a given environment. 111is is a key 
par;idigm in the development of truly flexible robot manipulators. 

The task of rccognizing objects requircs that a recognition strategy is esrablished 
beforchand. That is, the salient fratures that most disringuish different types of objects 
under study, have to be found and an appropriate alf!orithm or decision process that 
makes use of these salient features, must be designed. This proccss is known as kaming. 
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Basically, there are two general approaches to leaming. The first one may be called 
learning by showing, and it cssentially works as follows. Severa! images of a physical 
object in diff erent positions are shown to the vision system, and the relevant parameters 
for recognition are extracted. This is the most common approach. 

More recently, cfforts have been directed towards what may be called automatic leaming. 
Before analyzing automatic learning, we shall briefly comrnent on industrial scenes and 
CAD systems. 

Industrial scenes are very much predictable. A scene consists of a given background (e.g. 
a conveyor, a known surface) on top of which one or more of a finite set of known 
objects lay. ln order to recognize and manipulate objects, we only have to concentrate on 
a given number of cxpected objects which are known before hand and which nonnally are 
rigid objects. Titls is an important aspect which should be explored. 

Also, more and more, CAD systems are being used to model industrial objects. This 
implies that all the geometrical infonnation conceming an object can be expected to be 
available in its CAD representation. Other aspects which are important for vision can be 
easily integrated into all presently used CAD systems (e.g. color, reflectance properties of 
the materials that made up the object. etc.). 

A real breakthrough in production engineering will occur when technology may enable 
low batch series of products to be produced as if they were mass production products. ln 
other words, the economics of mass production be also present at thc levei of small series 
production. The main point here is that thc factory of the futurc should be such that 
changes from product to product. i.e. from production cycle to production cycle, should 
be easily and economically implemented. This requires flexible manufacturing systems 
(FMS) possibly using (among others) flexible robots equipped with suitable sensors able 
to adapt from task to task in such way as to be sufficiently efficient and not imposing 
additional constraints on the overall manufacturing process. lt stems from this, the 
importance of automatic leaming processes for training recognition procedures required 
by vision processes. 

The first point to be well understood is that the first stages Jeading up to the final 
manufacturing, include the design of the object (and we should expect it to be entered into 
a CAD system), and the planning and lay-out of the manufacturing process. lf FMS is 
seen as the way the factories of the future will be, then robors should be expecred to play 
a role. lf flexible robors are to be used, this means that sensors h:we a role to play and 
recognition processes should use make full use of the CAD represcn:.::ions avai!able. The 
whole process of retooling the assembly line should be imrk:~1~·nted off-line and 
expensive and time consuming tries can not be realisfically consi<..k: ~·J (the f t:ndamenral 
point is that products are to be manufactured in small series, an,~ the product that is 
manufactured in a given day might be completely different froii1 1he procuct to be 
manufactured thereafter). 

Therefore, instead of having a physical object to show to the various semC'rs (among 
them vision sensors), it is much more interesting to use thc inforr:1:ition av~l:ible in a 
CAD system. 

This brings us to the implementation done at our depanmcnt. Our C..\D syst~:-:1 (or more 
precisely our system modcler) is PADL2 (see [ J ]). The so calltd CSG (CC':istruelive 
Solid Geometry) is used in order to model more or less complex s0lids. Ti:'.s fonn of 
representation has interesting properties. Among others ir m:iy uniquely rC"prese:it a gi\'en 
objcct. Also, it is a very usa friendly way of rC"presenting more or le:-'s co:npkx solids. 
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P ADL2 can producc shadcd images by using a ray tracing approach with some 
limitations. Among othcrs, it only assumes a givcn light source (at infinity) and it only 
considers thc first intencction of a ray with an objcct. This implics that lhe shadows from 
solids onto othcr solids.or sbado~s from parts of a solid.onto othcr parts of thc sarne 
solid are notconsiducd. Also it is a time consuming tcchniquc (m vicw of lhe CSG fonn 
of rcprcsentation) since boundary · clcmcnts · havc, to bc obtained · from · yolumetric 
rcprcscntations in onkr to obtain syn_~ctic imagcs. · ' - · 

NevcrthC'lcss, it has bccn intezconnectedinto a vision systcm (MAGISCAN), and the so 
callcd training by showing can bc donc in an interactivc way. That is, diffcrcnt imagcs of 
an object may bc formed and processe.d by tbc vision systcm as ü they wcrc 'real' imagcs 
and the salient discriminatory fcatures bc identitied. · 

Also, and sincc an object on a planar surfacc (bc it a conveyor or somcthing clse) will lic 
in onc of its stable positions, an algorithm has bcen dcvcloped which givcn a polyhedrical 
object (convex or notconvex) can computcits stable positions.This algorithm works oy 
computing the convcx hull of a 30 polyhedral, its ccntcr of gravity, and from thcrc anivcs 
at the stable positions (sec [2]). -· · :. · : . _- .. 

This is a brote force approàch on which computer graphics has a role. Nevenheless, brote 
force approaches are always unrcasonable solutions in the sense that they imply that more 
cfficient and elegant solutions are missing. 

. . -

Otlier commonly: uscd: CAD-:-rcpresentations are· more- efficient (c.g. boundary 
iCprcscntatiõns) bm Dcvcrtheless' the 'gap between CAD ·and vision systcms is still widc. · 
This ariscs mainly from the fact that_ CAD reprcsentations are not intcndcd nor devised as 
bcing also suitable to vision reprcsentations. 

Rescarch is bcing going on new approachcs that can bc efficiently use.d by both CAD 
systems as well as by vision rcpresentations schemes (scc c.g. [3], [4], [5]). So far, no 
efficient solution has been found. 

1 finish this section.by making an appeal to lhe computer graphics community. Sincc the 
simulation of real sccnes is one of thc topics of Computer Graphics, since these scenes 
are composed of objects and since a representation has to bc available form these objects, 
can the gap betwccn CAD and vision represcntation schemes be solved? This is the key to 
major developments both in the area of computer graphics as well as in the area_ of robotic 
vision. 

3. Off-line programming. 

A key paradigm with robot programming is the so called off-line programrning. This is a 
way of programming a manipulator by means of simularion. Its importance stems from 
the fact the programming of manipulators imply interactions with tile physical 
environmcnt where the robot is positioned. These interactions may bc in the form of 
acquisition of sensorial information, movements of a gripper from position X to position 
Y, grasping of objects, assembly of different elements into a single object, etc .. The 
diff erences bctween conventional programming and manipulator programming are self 
evident. 

Physical action is involved with the progranuning of a manipulator. Therefore, and since 
error free programs are not likely to be achieved at the first step, it is clear that the 
simulation of sets of instrucrions can avoid some unpleasant eff ects which may occur as 
consequences of erroneous software. They rnight be detected and solved at an early stage 
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and physical consequenccs may be overcome. This is one of the reasons why off-line 
programming is such an important paradigm in robotics. 

Fine tuning is a task that is also frequcntly rcquired. lf quality and rcliability are 
advantagcs to be expecte.d from the factories of the future, and if manipulators are to have 
a role therc, than prccision movcments and positioning have to be considercd both in the 
design of manipulators and controllers as w~ll as in thc design of programming facilities. 

From herc, we may dizectly go to aspccts relatcd both to robotics and computer graphics: 
simulation and fine prccision. 

H the movement of a manipulator given a sct of instructions has to be analyzcd before real 
action, then simulation of its movements on a computer scrcen is a viable and user 
friendly way of helping the programmer. A manipulator can be either geometrically, 
kinematically or dynamically simulated. At our depanmcnt software has been devclopcd 
which allows the simulation (geometric) ofvarious manipulators (sce [6] for a description 
of a 30 graphic package uscd by the simulation package). The software is done in such a 
way as to allow for an user friendly way of introducing 'new' manipulators into thc 
systcm. 

Fine motions are difficult.motions. Also, futurc programming languages for manipulators 
should not ignore that major breakthroughs can only be achicvcd if· languages:·are 
sufficiently simple so that medium skillcd personncl can operate with thcm. Interactivc 
programming is one of the approaches that may achieve. the goals wbich gather a.largc 
consensos. Since manipulators move in 30 coordinatcs systems, it is clcar that editing 
facilitics such as a 30 mousc, are a major belp in the construction of manipulator 
programs. A 3D mouse has been implemented at our department .. 

4. Conclusions. 

Two arcas whcre there are subjects common both to robotics and computer graphics, have 
just bcen prescntcd. Thc subjccts analyzcd do not covcr ali arcas where robotics and 
computer graphics have a common interest. It is our cxperience which has just been 
presented. 

It is clear frorn the contents of this paper that the point where solutions are most needed is 
in the question of finding representation schernes suitable both to CAD systems as well as 
to vision systems. At present, proposed solutions on the side of cornputer vision are too 
much restricted. 
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